Controlling Exercise – Glenmore
Control / description

Notes

Start Path

Triangle is actually on the path junction (crossing).
There must not be a decision point at the Start!
Start (and Finish) should be taped.

406 Small erosion gully
(dry ditch), SW end

Control description is wrong – it uses the “Narrow Marsh” symbol.

462 Hill, S side (or S part)

Control description says “S foot” but tape is not at the foot.

408 S Gully junction

Tape not present. The “Southern” descriptor may be unnecessary
as the northern junction is outside the circle.

437 Small Depression

Control circle not properly centred on the map (it’s centred on the
small formline spur to the south).

451 Re-entrant

The map isn’t perfect here, the re-entrant isn’t quite right relative
to the stream bend. Better described as “Middle Re-entrant”.

125 Boulder, N side

Circle is centred on S boulder. Tape is on N boulder. Description
needs either “N” or “S” adding.
125 and 425 are similar codes on adjacent boulder controls.

425 Boulder, 2.0m

Control description should be Boulder not Rock Pillar. Size is
variable: 2.0m downhill and 1.0m uphill, so better to use the split
size description “2.0/1.0”. Should say E side where the tape is.
425 and 125 are similar codes on adjacent boulder controls.

179 Middle crag, foot

Tape not present. Crags a bit unclear but probably okay.
There are only 2 mapped crags in the circle so “SW Crag, foot” is
better.

168 Narrow Marsh, bend

Tape is not in the right place (just hung on a tree) and is not
numbered. The ditch is indistinct in places and the bend is not
distinct. The area is vague and rough underfoot. Best not to use
this site, or move it to an unambiguous point, like ditch junction.

248 Vegetation boundary,
NE tip (outside)

Tape is numbered 128 (switched with adjacent control).
Control circle is not properly centred.
Tape is on “NE corner (inside)” not “Tip (outside)”.

128 Ride, W edge

Tape is numbered 248 (switched with adjacent control).
I prefer “W end” to “W edge”.

122 Clearing, 10x10

Control description is wrong – it’s the “Semi-Open Land” symbol.
The tape was on the edge not the centre, and the size was more
like 10 x 4 metres.

119 Re-entrant, Shallow

119 and 116 are too close to each other (<60m) - both re-entrant
(-like) controls. The re-entrant is so shallow it’s hardly there, so
might be better to use the ruin or another nearby feature that’s
clearer.

116 Boulder, 1.5m NE side

The size is wrong, it’s 0.6m at best. Tape is on the NW side.
116 and 119 are similar codes on adjacent re-entrant(-like)
controls.

106 Path, W end

The path continues on indistinctly (unmapped), and the path end
isn’t that clear on the ground. Perhaps better to use the path jct.

